Californians and their Relationship to Government
Survey Results
December 24, 2010
The following memo summarizes the key findings from an on-line survey conducted
December 11-21, 2010 among a random representative sample of 1,020 California
residents about their perceptions of state and local government. A random sample of 1,020
is considered accurate to within 3.1% 19 times in 20. Survey respondents were recruited
from a range of panels, intercept interviews and from social media. A geographic
distribution of respondents can be seen in Appendix A.
Living in California: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
People love many things about living in California, with the weather and the climate the
dominant theme. Natural attractions, people and culture also resonate strongly with a
range of activities from dining to recreation and entertainment frequently mentioned.
“"..the greatest state in the country. only place where you can ski in the
morning, surf in the afternoon, wine taste, have the best food ever, and sit on
the beach with a bonfire all in the same day".
The word map below provides a visual representation of the most common answers.1
What are some of the things that are good about living in California?
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This and the other word maps included in this summary are developed by calculating the frequency at which words
are mentioned by participants. The larger the word, the more mentioned in the comments.
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Many people also cited as a major plus the people of California; they had a deep
appreciation for the diversity and cultural richness of the state.
“California is very beautiful, and there are many different cultures living here
in peace. Moreover, for my family California is a great place for finding a job
because it is one of the biggest IT centers in the world.”
At the same time, people expressed serious concerns about the state’s quality of life, with
particular focus on economic issues, with repeated mention of the high cost of living, taxes,
and a heartfelt and personal concern over the lack of jobs statewide.
“Living here needs more money. It is one of the most expensive regions in the
US. Although people’s income is more than other places, they must pay more
tax too!”
“Traffic, the fact that jobs are so hard to get, the cost of living here, fighting for space
with illegal immigrants.”
Another word map indicates some of the most prevalent concerns people expressed in an
open-ended question:

Californians report a decline in quality of life compared to ten years ago and anticipate
dramatic decline over the next ten, with 4 out of 10 believing California will be only a fair or
poor place to live in 2020.
In particular, frustrations are focused around economic issues relating to quality of life and
the cost of living in the Golden State now and in the future. When asked to rate a list of nine
quality of life measures, majorities say that California is not a good place to get good health
care, retire, find a well paying job, start a business or find safe and affordable housing.
Still, majorities of 55-60 percent rate California a good or excellent place to get a quality
education, be treated fairly, raise a family and spend the rest of your life. Liberals,
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Hispanics and adults under 35 generally have a more positive view of California,
particularly as a place to raise their family.
State Government’s problems are MY problems
People agree that problems with state government are serious or very serious.
“Taxes are high and getting higher, seemingly blind and deaf state government.
Too many regulations for new businesses. Ineffective state legislature who
spend too much time on unimportant things in this state.”
Eight in ten (80%) Californians believe that these problems with state government are
directly impacting their lives. This sentiment is widely shared; majorities in all
demographic groups report that California’s problems with government have had at least
some impact on their lives. Surprisingly, this impact cuts across all economic groups; at
every income level between 33% and 41% have felt the impact “a lot.” Even more telling, in
an open-ended question, many hundreds of people cited specific ways in which California’s
governance crisis is affecting them directly. Below is a word map of the most commonly
cited responses. Taxes, jobs and education are prominent themes.
“These problems affect my whole life, where I live, my income, my family, the economy.”
“Specifically, how do you see these problems with government affecting you?”

There is evidently a shared sensibility among Californians that problems with government
are very serious and that these problems affect their lives directly. And yet, Californians
appear to believe that these problems can be solved.
Q19. Considering all the problems a big state like California faces today, do you feel it is
possible for it to be run well or not?
USA %
USA %
CALIFORNIA %
(KAISER)
(HARRIS)
(VPL)
Yes, it is possible for US gov’t /
79
86
86%
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California to be well run
No, it is NOT possible for California to
20
8
14%
be well run
No Opinion
1
6
-Nearly nine in ten (86%) say that it IS possible for California to be well-run, while just 14
percent say otherwise and this positive sentiment is shared by Californians across all age
groups, ethnicities, regions and political ideologies.
The numbers in the current California survey are similar to those in a recent Kaiser
Foundation and Harris Interactive surveys which asked the same question of the federal
government. The Kaiser Foundation survey found that 79 percent of Americans believe that
it is possible for the federal government to be well-run, while the Harris Interactive survey
reported 86 percent of Americans as sharing this opinion.
Public Frustration: It’s both the who and the what
People are extremely frustrated with the job state leaders are doing in making CA “a good
place to live” (75% rate the performance of state leaders as fair or poor, with 43 percent
saying poor and only one in five saying excellent or good). This dissatisfaction is
widespread, thought the less education, liberals, Democrats, Hispanics and younger adults
are slightly less critical than others.
In your opinion, how much IMPACT do each of the factors below have on the ability of
California's elected officials to make good decisions?
None
DK/
Top
Top
Bot
Hi
Med Low Disag
NA
2
impact
2
ree
Too much bureaucracy,
72%
41%
31% 16% 4%
1%
5%
7%
waste and fraud
Political leaders don't
listen to regular people
Elected officials aren't
held accountable for their
actions
Special interests &
lobbyists exert too much
influence
Not enough money
available to adequately
address problems
Lack of good information
on outcomes of gov’t
spending & investment
Lack of connection
between Sacramento &

67%

30%

37%

22%

5%

1%

6%

5%

66%

26%

40%

20%

5%

3%

8%

6%

64%

29%

35%

22%

5%

2%

7%

7%

58%

26%

32%

22%

8%

6%

14%

6%

56%

20%

36%

29%

6%

2%

8%

8%

56%

24%

32%

27%

5%

3%

8%

9%
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needs of local
communities
Leaders are dishonest &
untrustworthy

51%

19%

32%

30%

8%

3%

11%

7%

Partisan politics

50%

23%

27%

23%

6%

3%

9%

18%

40%

14%

26%

32%

12%

5%

17
%

11%

36%

11%

25%

36%

14%

4%

18
%

9%

35%

13%

22%

32%

17%

9%

26
%

8%

Too much reliance on
state ballot initiatives as a
way to make decisions
Rules and procedures tie
leaders hands
The public does not
understand the difficulty
of resolving problems

One of the major sources of this frustration is dissatisfaction with leaders themselves, who
are seen as distant from citizens, disconnected from people’s everyday lives, inefficient,
bureaucratic and untrustworthy. Respondents place more importance on this factor as a
cause of the problems with state government than on the restrictive rules, procedures and
limitations on government created by ballot initiatives and other means.
A second reason for the high level of public dissatisfaction is the perception that state
programs as a whole are not doing what they are supposed to do. The belief is strong and
widespread that tax dollars are not being well spent, and that there is limited
accountability for and public reporting on most government spending. Many of the steps
they think would do the most to improve governance directly address issues of
accountability and call for better measurement of effectiveness and outcomes. And they
believe these steps must be combined with more public reporting on outcomes as well as
on all political campaign contributions.
Q21. How much would each of the following changes IMPROVE government's ability to
make good decisions?
Some
Not
Not at
DK/NA
A lot
-what Much
All
Get rid of programs that
57% 24%
9%
2%
7%
don't provide good results
Require government to
measure the effectiveness
45% 34%
12%
2%
7%
and results of programs
Issue regular reports for
the public on the results of 42% 35%
13%
3%
7%
all government programs
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Require the sources &
amounts of all political
campaign contributions to
be identified publicly
Modify the initiative
process to reduce the
influence of special
interests
Reduce partisanship to
make it easier for political
leaders to work together
Shift control over some
state programs and
revenues to local
communities
Make it easier for local
communities to raise
money
Reduce the size and scope
of state government
Make it easier for the state
government to raise
money

43%

31%

15%

3%

8%

42%

32%

12%

3%

12%

32%

36%

14%

2%

15%

28%

40%

17%

4%

12%

28%

40%

14%

7%

10%

35%

29%

18%

6%

11%

24%

38%

16%

11%

12%

Other issues they see as having a lesser impact on leader’s ability to make good decisions
include things like the system of ballot initiatives, rules and procedures that tie leader’s
hands (for example, earmarking of funds), lowering voter thresholds (except under certain
conditions.) In fact, a large majority of the participants supported earmarking any new
taxes or fees even if it gives legislators less flexibility. They want to see clearly where their
money is going and do not trust decision-makers to spend their tax dollars wisely on their
own.
There are surprisingly few differences between political parties and ideologies on what
they see as the problems affecting government in California and the solutions to those
problems. Republicans and conservatives are generally more critical than others. They tend
to put more weight on bureaucracy as a top problem and reducing the size and scope of
state government as a solution, and they are the least supportive of measures that might
raise state taxes. But, like those of other political orientations, their greatest level of
support is for changes that would ensure better measurement of the effectiveness of
government programs.
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Pervasive Mistrust and its Implications
Throughout the survey, mistrust emerges as an overarching theme. There is a clear sense
that people feel state leaders are not listening to them, and that people do not trust leaders
to make good decisions. Half the respondents believe that they can rarely if ever trust
elected leaders in Sacramento to make good decisions and only 4% feel they can trust them
most of the time.
Conservatives are far more mistrustful of government officials in Sacramento __ 2/3 feel
they can “rarely” or “never” be trusted. Democrats tend to be less mistrustful than
Republicans or Independents. And as part of a general pattern, younger people are less
critical of California government and less mistrustful of its officials. Nearly two thirds
(64%) of those 35 and under trust government leaders in Sacramento to make the right
decisions at least some of the time compared to only 42% of those 55 and older. It should
be noted, however, that younger adults are less involved with politics in California; they are
less likely to be registered to vote, fewer than half (43%) of those under 35 who are
registered voted in the 2010 election and they pay less attention to California political
news than their elders. And this same pattern of less concern, lower levels of mistrust and
less involvement and engagement occurs with Hispanics (who make up 56% of the under
35 age group).
This finding tracks with shifts in national data revealing a growing mistrust of decisionmakers at all levels of government. A recent national Pew study analyzed data on how often
Americans believe they can trust the government in Washington to do what is right, and
only about 20% believed they could trust Washington to do the right thing. This is a
dramatic decline from 2002, when the number stood at over 50 percent, 50%, and shows
more than a 5% decline just in the last two years.2 It is not surprising, given the distrust of
government officials and the perception of inefficiency in government programs, that there
is a considerable reluctance to simplify the conditions for raising taxes. However, certain
conditions made a simple majority more appealing: voters having more local control over
funds, regular performance measurement and reporting and earmarking tax increases for
specific purposes.
Given their stronger mistrust of government, Conservatives and Republicans are much
more strongly opposed to eliminating supermajority requirements at both the state and
local level. However, like others, Conservatives and Republicans are more open to reducing
the threshold necessary if certain conditions are met.
Q23. Raising taxes currently requires a 2/3 (66%) majority public vote. Would you
APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of lowering the threshold from 66% to a simple majority of
51% if...?
Approve
Disapprove
DK/NA
The money raised by a new
53%
34%
14%
tax or tax increase had to be
spent on a specific program or
2

http://people-press.org/trust/
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service
S1: Your local officials have
more control over how the
money will be spent
S2: Voters locally have more
control over how the money
will be spent
The new law required regular
performance measurement
and reporting

52%

31%

18%

59%

24%

17%

61%

21%

18%

Clearly, this pervasive mistrust limits the ability to raise additional revenues and public
support for structural changes that many policy experts believe would provide leaders with
greater flexibility. Any policy change that could be seen as giving more unfettered freedom
to leaders and in particular legislators is seen as potentially exacerbating the problems of
transparency and accountability that people see as having reached a critical point.
Perceptions of local government: a (slightly) different story
Results around local government tell a slightly different story. In general, although a
majority (60%) does sees local government as doing only a fair or poor job making their
community “a good place to live” and a majority say it is inefficient and wasteful, local
government is not seen as negatively as state government. And the perception of waste and
inefficiency is much less pronounced when people respond to the prompt “My local
government is inefficient and wasteful” (45% agree) rather than the more general “Local
government is inefficient and wasteful” (53% agree). It is important to note that when
asked what people mean by local government, a nearly 2/3 majority (62%) identified their
city government, and only about a third thought of the county.
There is a slightly higher level of trust overall for local leaders, with only 3 out of 10 saying
they are rarely or never trustworthy, and 13 percent saying they trust them most of the
time. Conservatives and Republicans, more distrustful than others when it comes to state
government, look more like others in their evaluation of local government officials. Only a
minority of Conservatives (34%) and Republicans (28%) express a high level of distrust of
their local government officials.
It is therefore not surprising that participants are supportive of shifting some control of
decision-making and resources to local communities as a way to improve government’s
ability to make good decisions. In fact, 58 percent preferred giving more control over
revenues to local government because they are more in touch with their communities'
needs rather than letting the state distribute resources to lessen inequality.
This finding might suggest that people’s generally negative perception of government come
primarily from media reports, as well as discussion with friends and colleagues and
extends to the idea of local government, and is less negative when it comes to their own
8
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local government, with whom their direct experience is good or neutral. This is similar to
people’s opinions about education: schools in California are generally seen as inadequate,
but one’s own neighborhood school is viewed more positively. Making the sort of structural
changes required to shift more control over programs and revenues to local governments
therefore poses a challenge. It will require more public discussion and media coverage of
the ways in which local governments are doing a good job for their constituents, promoting
good outcomes, clearer chains of accountability and more transparent spending. Given
these findings, it is likely to require significant outreach and engagement if people are to
support broader structural changes towards local control.
Californians are less willing to support government services
The survey results suggest that a shift may be underway in California in terms of the
public’s willingness to invest in public services, which appears to be decreasing
significantly.
Q24. Which comes closer to your point of view?
%
We should keep taxes low even if it means we have to reduce
spending for most state programs
Even if it means higher taxes, we should invest in programs that
will benefit everyone in the long run
Unsure

60%
37%
2%

This finding is a dramatic reversal of the attitude found in a 2008 (pre-Recession) study by
Viewpoint Learning for California Forward in which a large majority favored investing in
programs that benefit all Californians, even if it meant taxes might go up. 3 While the
findings from the earlier study represent public opinion after a daylong dialogue and an
opportunity to work through the implications of various choices, participants in the
dialogues began the day more inclined to support state programs than is demonstrated in
this current survey.
While Liberals and Democrats in the current survey were split on this choice ( in contrast
to strong majority support two years ago) the majority of Moderates and Independents are
opposed to higher taxes as an investment in the future and Republicans are
overwhelmingly opposed.
In this survey, resistance to any tax increases or additional government spending was quite
strong, and 2/3 (67%) resist the notion of increasing taxes to pay for the services they
want. This result may reflect a general national tendency towards reducing government
spending at every level, which is tied closely to increasing levels of mistrust and frustration
with government. The recent Pew survey noted above shows a notable increase in
Americans’ support for smaller government in the past two years, increasing from 42% in
3

Findings excerpted from “Beyond Wishful Thinking: Californians Deliberate State Budget Reform”
http://viewpointlearning.com/publications/reports/CAFReport.pdf. In this study, 25% favored keeping taxes low and
73% favored investing more in programs that benefitted everyone.
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2008 to 50% in 2010.
When respondents were asked to identify what they saw as key roles for government,
differentiation was fairly limited. While encouraging economic growth had the most
support and protecting the environment the least (supporting a decline in the salience of
environmental issues in the face of the continuing recession), the difference between the
two was not very big.
Hope for California’s future
The results of this survey suggest strongly that Californians still believe that state
government has a critical role to play in their everyday lives, and a large majority (86%)
still believes that it is possible for California to be well run. This hope may have had
something to with people’s striking level of engagement in this survey and their willingness
to grapple with the problems of improving state governments.
These findings represent a snapshot of where people are today. The engagement
demonstrated by these participants shows that people are willing to think more deeply
about with these difficult issues, and with direction and leadership, have the potential of
developing more focused and considered judgments. While surveys are generally brief,
people took their time with the survey, with the average time for completion around 14
minutes. And even more striking was the completion rate: 90% of the people who started
the survey finished it.
Moreover, many respondents took the time to write thoughtful comments on the open
ended questions, including the final request for any final comments. In many surveys, this
is merely a courtesy, and few people actually take the time to fill it out. In this case,
however, over 300 people took the time to reflect on the survey, on their experience of
government in California and their hopes (and fears) for the future of the state they love.
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Appendix A
Geographic Distribution of Survey Respondents
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